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Power-performance tradeoffNetworks-on-Chip (NoCs) are considered a viable solution to fully exploit the computational power of
multi- and many-cores, but their non negligible power consumption requires ad hoc
power-performance design methodologies. In this perspective, several proposals exploited the possibility
to dynamically tune voltage and frequency for the interconnect, taking steps from traditional CPU-based
power management solutions. However, the impact of the actuators, i.e. the limited range of frequencies
for a PLL (Phase Locked Loop) or the time to increase voltage and frequency for a Dynamic Voltage and
Frequency Scaling (DVFS) modules, are often not carefully accounted for, thus overestimating the bene-
ﬁts. This paper presents a control-based methodology for the NoC power-performance optimization
exploiting the Dynamic Frequency Scaling (DFS). Both timing and power overheads of the actuators
are considered, thanks to an ad hoc simulation framework. Moreover the proposed methodology eventu-
ally allows for user and/or OS interactions to change between different high level power-performance
modes, i.e. to trigger performance oriented or power saving system behaviors. Experimental validation
considered a 16-core architecture comparing our proposal with different settings of threshold-based
policies. We achieved a speedup up to 3 for the timing and a reduction up to 33.17% of the power ⁄ time
product against the best threshold-based policy. Moreover, our best control-based scheme provides an
averaged power-performance product improvement of 16.50% and 34.79% against the best and the
second considered threshold-based policy setting.
 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
The many-core revolution allows to exploit the available silicon
area by providing highly parallel architectures to run multiple
applications. At the same time the bus-based interconnects show
their lacks to support the trafﬁc generated by parallel applications.
In this perspective on-chip networks are emerging as one of the
promising solutions to face the communication issues in such
architectures. However, the growing of communication require-
ments due to the increasing number of cores integrated on a chip[6], motivates the need to account and optimize the NoC power
consumption. Results in [35,29] point out a contribution of the
NoC from 10% up to 30% of the whole chip power. Such impact is
depending on the actual multi-core conﬁguration, i.e. message
passing or hardware coherence support, complexity of the CPUs
and of the NoC. Nevertheless, the power budget is expected to
remain very limited due to packaging constraints, thus the chal-
lenge becomes to design high-bandwidth low latency and
power-efﬁcient NoCs [28]. In this scenario, Dynamic Voltage and
Frequency Scaling (DVFS) and Dynamic Frequency Scaling (DFS)
schemes for NoC routers represent two viable solutions to dynam-
ically adapt the performance to the application needs. However,
most of the literature proposals on this topic rely on heuristics to
dynamically change frequencies, thus without guaranteeing any
properties with respect to the whole system. Moreover, the pro-
posed methodologies consider ideal actuators without accounting
for their transient behavior or their overhead, thus overestimating
the actual beneﬁts.
This paper proposes a complete power-performance
control-based scheme for NoC routers, which is able to adapt to
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interested reader can ﬁnd a complete discussion related to stability
in [7].
Our proposal has been validated against threshold-based poli-
cies as the ones proposed in [24]. Moreover, we provide a frame-
work to develop power-performance policies exploiting Dynamic
Frequency Scaling actuators, carefully modeled to consider timing
and energy overheads, that automatically set the router frequen-
cies according to the actual load.
The rest of this section is organized in three parts. First of all a
motivational example is provided in Section 1.1 focusing on the
needs of the run-time power-performance policies. The novel con-
tribution of the paper is discussed in Section 1.2, while the struc-
ture of the whole paper is outlined in Section 1.3.
1.1. Motivational example
The power-performance trade-off represents one of the most
celebrated scenarios where two different opposed metrics must
be tuned to impose the desired behavior to a system. The
power-performance Pareto graphs have been also analyzed for
on-chip interconnects due to the non-negligible power envelope
of the NoC. However, few of the presented methodologies focus
on valuable and guaranteed properties for the solution, i.e. stabil-
ity, non-divergence and optimality. Heuristic approaches are the
common ones and they can be very efﬁcient in term of overheads,
implementability and obtained results. This section tries to moti-
vate the need for power-performance methodologies capable also
to provide properties, such as stability, in order to produce really
usable solutions. Moreover, we also show how the proposed
framework can outperform the threshold-based policies from the
power-performance viewpoint.
The rest of this section uses a contention metric (buffer utiliza-
tion) per router to decide whether to increase the frequency of the
router itself. The intuition behind such an approach comes from
the fact that if a router is getting congested, it is due to the increase
in trafﬁc that uses a path through this router. We use the router
frequency as the actuator to increase or decrease performance.
Being both contention and frequency the ﬁgures of merit constitut-
ing the core of the proposal, they will be discussed in detail in
Section 3 where the full methodology is also presented.
Fig. 1 shows the contention level as well as the dynamic power
for router ﬁve considering a 16-core 2D-mesh where the NoC runsFig. 1. Contention and dynamic power consumption for router ﬁve in a 16-core NoC mult
at 1 GHz. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader iat 100 MHz (blue lines) and 1 GHz (red lines). In both scenarios the
cores run at 1 GHz, executing the qsort benchmark taken from the
MiBench suite [16]. It is obvious that the contention is lowered
when the NoC operates at the higher frequency, a beneﬁt paid in
terms of time and power. The time required to complete the
benchmark are roughly 7.4 ms and 12.5 ms for the high and low
frequency NoCs, respectively. As anticipated, a router in the high
frequency NoC requires ﬁve times more dynamic power than the
low frequency one. Hence, it is crucial the availability of effective
methodologies to trade-off power and performance. Moreover,
since the contention is variable and highly depending on trafﬁc, a
methodology with run-time tuning is preferred to optimize the
power consumption with acceptable impacts on performance. In
this context, frequency scaling represents one of the most used
actuators to achieve such a goal [24].
After providing the motivation for the adoption of run-time
power-performance optimization methodologies for NoC-based
multi-cores, the rest of the section addresses the need to guarantee
some useful properties for the proposed solution. Starting from the
same 16-core 2D-mesh architecture, using contention and fre-
quency as proxy for performance and power, we focus on the phys-
ical limitations of the real actuators, i.e. it is not possible to change
the frequency to arbitrarily high or low values. In light of this and
without loss of generality, we focus on a 100 MHz–1 GHz fre-
quency range for the actuator. Moreover, we consider a policy
where the frequency (f t) varies according to a function depending
on the contention (Ct) of the router at time t as follow: f t ¼ k  Ct .
The parameter k can be selected at design time to tune the sensi-
tivity of the frequency actuator to the level of contention. In other
words, given a level of contention, a higher k will result in a higher
frequency. Fig. 2 shows the imposed frequency and contention of
router ﬁve in the NoC considering k equal 0.04 and 5, respectively.
In particular the proportional policy using k ¼ 0:04 imposes fre-
quencies that are always between the higher and lower bound-
aries, i.e. 1 GHz and 100 MHz, without saturation. Moreover, the
imposed adaptation strategy of the frequency is reasonable, since
the frequency increases when higher contention is observed on
the router. For example between 4 and 8 ms the buffer ﬁlling level
reaches 40 ﬂits, thus the frequency is dynamically increased by the
policy up to roughly 650 MHz. It is worth noticing that such policy
takes around 7.8 ms to run the benchmarks, that is close to the
7.4 ms value obtained by keeping the router at the high frequency.
On the other hand, the policy using k ¼ 5 determines a completelyi-core, when the NoC runs at 100 MHz and 1 GHz respectively. The core runs always
s referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 2. Contention and frequency for router ﬁve in a 16-core NoC multi-core, where the NoC run uses a policy deﬁned as f t ¼ k  Ct with k ¼ 0:04 blue line and k ¼ 5 red line.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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time saturate on the upper bound, i.e. 1 GHz. In this perspective
even if the simulation is fast, the behavior of the policy is almost
equal to the behavior of the high frequency NoC. This means that
all the logic in the policy can be cut away, since it is equivalent
to always imposing the higher frequency. The same considerations
can be done for threshold based policies where the selection of the
threshold levels must be accurately designed.
1.2. Novel contributions
The paper presents a control-based methodology and policies
for power-performance optimization in NoC-based architectures.
Each policy can run on its own but the approach allows to switch
between different optimization policies while ensuring Lyapunov
stability at the same time. Our approach is complementary to the
optimal application mapping strategy targeting NoC-based
multi-cores, a topic which is out of the scope of this paper (a good
survey can be found in [32]). In a nutshell, the work encompasses
three different contributions:
 Run-time control-based power-performance NoC framework – we
propose a ﬂexible control-based set of policies to improve the
NoC power efﬁciency by setting the router frequency based on
its contention. Such a policy outperforms threshold-based ones
taken from [24]. Moreover, the scheme can be possibly tuned at
high-level: the OS can choose if the policy to run should be
more power-oriented or performance-oriented while guaran-
teeing non saturation of the frequency control. Note that the
methodology does not require any OS intervention while such
possibility represents an extension of this work that enhance
its ﬂexibility.
 Accurate analytical formulation for both the NoC trafﬁc and control
policies – The whole methodology focuses on both a controller
design and an analytical model that binds the impact of the rou-
ter frequency on its contention, i.e. the ﬁlling level of router buf-
fers, that we use as a proxy for performance [24]. While the
model of the process takes steps from [40] it has been greatly
improved as described in Section 3.1.
 Simulation framework with PLL and GALS support – Starting from
the work in [34] an enhanced simulation framework has been
proposed improving the Phased-Locked Loop (PLL) timing
model and providing a worst case PLL power consumptionextracted from SPICE-level simulations. Moreover, an hand-
shake resynchronizer is modeled and inserted into the simula-
tion ﬂow, thus allowing to partition the NoC in multiple
voltage and frequency islands. This simulation framework is
used to support the model identiﬁcation and policy validation
stages of the presented methodology. Moreover, it supports
the assessment of any NoC-based policy using DFS actuators.
1.3. Paper structure
The rest of the paper is organized in four sections. First, a com-
prehensive state of the art review is provided in Section 2 with
particular focus on the simulation frameworks to study the
power-performance trade-off for NoC-based architectures.
Section 3 presents the mathematical formulation of the proposed
approach as well as the simulation ﬂow. In particular, we discuss
the dynamic models of the router behavior as well as the
control-theoretical analysis to model the control policies. Then,
we detail the main improvements to the simulation framework.
The results are discussed in Section 4 focusing on three different
aspects. First, we address the accuracy of the analytical model for
the process against the real data generated using the cycle accurate
simulator. Then, we discuss the single control-based policies
against run-time heuristics and static policies applied to the whole
system. Last, we present results focusing on the run-time frame-
work allowing to switch between multiple control-based policies
while ensuring stability. The ongoing activities and conclusions
are drawn in Section 5.2. Related works
Two different aspects related to DVFS mechanisms for
Networks-on-Chip are discussed in this section. A review of the
simulation frameworks supporting power-performance analysis
of the on-chip networks together with an overview of the different
power-performance design methodologies is presented.
2.1. Simulation frameworks
In literature appeared several simulation frameworks enabling
power-performance exploration. Only few of them focus speciﬁ-
cally on power-performance trade-off analysis in multi-core
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typical lack is not accounting for the PLL dynamics. Table 1 pro-
vides a classiﬁcation of the proposed simulation frameworks
mainly focused on the DVFS/DFS support, GALS design capabilities
and availability of PLL models. The SESC simulator [31] provides
cycle-accurate simulation of bus-based multi-core processors,
based on the MIPS architecture. However, it does not support
Network-on-Chip architectures as well as neither DVFS nor asyn-
chronous NoC design.
The Polaris framework [33] permits power and area design
space exploration for Network-on-Chip architectures without pro-
viding detailed power estimations for both processors and memory
hierarchy. Moreover, it does not implement an heterogeneous NoC
model to simulate run-time frequency changes.
Lis et al. [20] is meant to simulate large-scale architectures, and
exploits parallel simulation on physical hardware with particular
emphasis on the on-chip network. Although the framework
enables power-performance trade-off analysis, it is missing a com-
plete asynchronous on-chip network model, hence it is not possi-
ble to explore different GALS conﬁgurations for the interconnect,
as well as the simulation of Dynamic Frequency Scaling driven
by high level policies.
Bartolini et al. [2] proposes a framework to evaluate different
thermal policies based on control theory. Even if they support
the DVFS, the framework lacks of an accurate evaluation of the
PLL model as well as the implementation of the DVFS for the
on-chip network.
The HANDS [39] framework sits on GEM5 and allows to simu-
late multi-core architectures collecting power-performance, ther-
mal and reliability estimates at the same time. However, it does
not provide a complete asynchronous NoC model, thus it is not
possible to test different DVFS schemes to trade-off power vs.
performance.
The work in [9] presents Sniper, a framework based on Graphite
[22] which can simulate multi-cores underpinned by an on-chip
network interconnect. Moreover, the simulator supports per core
DVFS. However such support is not present for the NoC model
and there is no possibility to consider power-performance
trade-off for NoC-based multi-core since the Sniper integration
with the McPAT power model [19] is not completed yet.
The simulation ﬂow used in this paper introduces some new
features in modeling the PLL and the baseline resynchronizationTable 1
State-of-the-art of multi-core simulators: features, advantages and drawbacks with focus
Framework Cycle-accurate
CPU + NoC
NoC
support
Power
support
GALS
support
DVFS
proje
Renau et al. (SESC)
[31]
U
Soteriou et al.
(Polaris) [33]
U U
Hsieh et al. (SST)
[17]
U U
Lis et al. (HORNET)
[20]
U U U
Bartolini et al. [2] U U U
Zoni et al.
(HANDS [10,39])
U U U
Miller et al.
(Graphite [22])
U
Carlson et al.
(Sniper [9])
U U U U
Subodh Prabhu
(Ocin tsim [30])
U U
Toolchain in this
paper
U U U U Uscheme, namely the handshake. Zoni et al. [41] extends such mod-
els including an accurate voltage regulator model and a FIFO-based
resynchronizer thus providing a complete DVFS actuator.
2.2. NoC-based power-performance optimizations
NoCs are becoming a de facto solution for multi-core intercon-
nect. The resource constrained nature of an on-chip network
imposes HW architects to optimize their designs considering two
directions: increasing performance and reducing power.
Many proposals rely on microarchitectural modiﬁcations to
improve performance and reduce power. In this perspective, the
use of virtual channels and dynamic trafﬁc distribution [15] allows
to reduce contention, improve throughput and provide
fault-tolerance. The proposed approach has two main differences
with respect to these works. First, we do not change the router
pipeline, i.e. we do not modify its critical path, instead we change
the routers frequencies dynamically to manage contention, thus
improving latency. Moreover, our solution is adaptive to the actual
NoC load allowing to trade-off power minimization and perfor-
mance maximization.
Moscibroda and Mutlu [25] proposes a bufferless routing
approach that leads to lower power consumption without signiﬁ-
cantly sacriﬁcing the NoC performance. However, such bufferless
schemes deliver reasonable performance only when the injection
rate into the network is low. In this scenario, our methodology
adapts to the load in the network allowing more ﬂexibility in the
power-performance optimization.
Mishra et al. [24] discussed a ﬁne-grained frequency tuning
scheme for NoC routers to optimally manage the
power-performance trade-off. In particular the methodology
exploits signaling between routers to collect critical information
to steer frequency. Moreover, the work allows a run-time VC
reconﬁguration to aggressively save power. However, the proposed
solution does not model the relations between routers’ frequencies
and real performance and power measures. To this extent the pro-
posed solution cannot be easily improved, since it represents a
ﬁxed heuristic. Moreover, the proposed methodology can better
manage contention providing more efﬁcient solutions.
The work in [3] leverages the trafﬁc unbalancing within a speci-
ﬁc NoC topology to exploit the classical technique of DVFS to min-
imize the power consumption, coupled with ad hoc routingon GALS and DFS support for NoC.
/DFS
ction
PLL/divider
exploration
Objectives
Multi-core simulation, parallel applications
Network-on-Chip design-space exploration
Microarchitecture, power and thermal
Many-core processors, mainly NoC interconnect
Run-time control policies evaluation for
multicores
Power, performance and reliability analysis for
multicore architectures
Distributed parallel simulator for multicore
architectures
Distributed parallel simulator for multicore
architectures
Test different DVFS schemes for NoC
U CPU + NoC simulation NoC PLL/divider DFS
support and GALS design
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been proposed to ﬁnd a routing that minimizes the power con-
sumption while satisfying the trafﬁc demands and meeting the link
capacity constraint. The solution relies on a mathematical formula-
tion that must be solved at design time considering a static (even
in average) behavior for the system as a whole. In contrast, our
paper presents a model of the router frequency and performance,
that allows to design run-time optimization policies.
Different proposals focus on the queueing theory to model
on-chip networks. Nikitin and Cortadella [26] presented analytical
model that focuses on QoS assurance. However, it assumes that the
NoC has an underlying synchronous behavior with constant service
time routers, thus it is not suitable for optimization using the well
known DVFS-based actuators. Moreover, it assumes inﬁnite buf-
fers, and taking into account the ﬁnite nature of NoC buffers would
greatly complicate the model. An analytical approach exploiting
the queueing theory to model NoCs accounting for ﬁnite buffers
has been presented in [27]. The solution follows the classic queue
theory, while the router serving time model has been derived from
real data. However, the methodology relies on exponential distri-
bution for ﬂit arrival times which cannot in general be guaranteed
in NoCs [26], and does not account for run-time frequency
variations.
The work in [11] proposes an heuristic approach focused on
DVFS actuators to mitigate power consumption on the real Intel
SCC multi-core. Even if this solution has been tested on a real
multi-core, it does not provide an accurate model of the relation
between frequency and performance thus it does not allow to
exploit the solution for further improvements.3. Proposed methodology
This section presents the NoC frequency control scheme in
three steps. First, it is expressed the relation between dynamic fre-
quency and contention for a single router of the NoC; the identiﬁed
analytical model is detailed in Section 3.1. In the following
Section 3.2, the attention is shifted to the controller design and
the related closed loop system. Finally, Section 3.3 summarizes
the main improvements to the employed simulation ﬂow to sup-
port the identiﬁcation, the controller design as well as the experi-
mental validation. It is worth noticing from now on, that we
addressed the power-performance optimization using the DFS
actuator instead of DVFS for several reasons, but in any case the
proposed methodology can be safely applied even to such systems
that support DVFS instead of DFS for each router. In particular, Kim
et al. [18] studied on-chip DVFS module integration highlightingFig. 3. Control volume for Router 6, in the case when each router in the NoC has its own fr
router. It includes L1 and L2 links to count injected ﬂits from cores and cache memory.two different issues that limit such strategy, namely area overhead
and delay. While CPU area overhead due to the integration of mul-
tiple DVFS modules, i.e. one per core, is a critical metric to be con-
sidered, such overhead is exacerbated when compared to the
traditional area footprint of a NoC router. On the other hand, the
on-chip PLL area footprint is orders of magnitude smaller than
the DVFS at the same technology node [12], thus allowing to
implement a per router DFS actuator. Furthermore, the PLL over-
head is limited to few microseconds, while the Voltage Regulator
(VR) timing overhead is higher and in traditional DVFS schemes
it is additive to the PLL one, thus imposing an excessive delay to
the reaction of the system to answer the quick and wide load vari-
ations in the NoC.
3.1. Model identiﬁcation
The controller design starts from an analytical model of the pro-
cess under control, i.e. the impact the frequency of the router has
on its load. This section discusses the relation between frequency
and contention for an on-chip network router, providing the
inputs, the outputs and the internal law which governs the real
process. The proposed model takes steps from [40], where the ﬂow
balance equation described below represents the key difference
between the two proposals allowing for better predictions at lower
sampling frequencies: the model can be evaluated at lower fre-
quencies without affecting its performance. The next section
exploits the model of the process to design a family of controllers.
The real process is the NoC router and we want to describe how
a frequency change impacts the contention level. The ﬁnal equa-
tion was devised starting from a set of physical considerations,
complemented by the identiﬁcation of a single parameter. As a
result, the model is of the gray-box type [21], with its structure
and some of its parameters dictated by the underlying process nat-
ure, and the remaining parameters identiﬁed based on experimen-
tal data.
The model of the process relies on the concept of control volume.
Given a NoC router, its control volume is the virtual envelope that
contains all its direct neighbors, i.e. all the other routers, cores,
caches and memory controllers that have a network link connect-
ing to the router, as depicted in Fig. 3.
Given a pair i; t 2 fRouters; Timeg; f i;t represents the frequency of
the router i at time t. The frequency is a controllable input, i.e. the
knob for the controller. Moreover, the number of ﬂits entering
(InFlitsi;t) and exiting (OutFlitsi;t) the router’s control volume are
not controllable inputs, as they depend on the NoC activity, and
are therefore considered disturbances. However, the input andequency island. The control volume contains all one hop neighbors of the considered
202 D. Zoni et al. / Journal of Systems Architecture 61 (2015) 197–209output ﬂits crossing the control volume are used for the modeling
phase only, since the controller does not account for them directly
as - since it operates in closed loop - it can compensate for distur-
bances without the need to measure them. This aspect greatly sim-
pliﬁes the implementation of the proposed scheme in a real NoC
multi-core chip, since sensors for these two inputs are not needed.
The contention Ci;t for router i at time t represents the state of a
router in our formulation, deﬁned as the sum of the number of ﬂits
in the input buffers of the control volume whose next hop is the
considered router. The contention is also the output of the model,
i.e. the quantity that has to be measured at runtime to close the
control loop.
It is worth noticing the need to measure contention at runtime
requires communication between routers to exchange the buffer
status, resulting in a decentralized control scheme. However, the
control loop operates at a signiﬁcantly lower frequency than the
NoC itself, i.e. 10 MHz that is 10 to 100 times slower considering
frequencies for the NoC between 100 MHz and 1 GHz. Thus, the
requirements for communications are relaxed.
Eq. (1) describes the proposed model for the real process with
particular focus on the ﬂow balance equation nature of the process:
Ci;t ¼ Ci;t1 þ InFlitsi;t  OutFlitsi;t  a  f i;t1 ð1Þ
where the contention of router i at time t is deﬁned as the value at
the previous sample point in time, plus the number of ﬂits that
entered the control volume, minus the ones that exited it, and
minus the router’s frequency multiplied by a parameter a. It must
be noted that the complete model includes saturations not shown
here to ease its understanding. Their purpose is simply to account
for the fact that the contention value can never become negative,
nor increase above the sum of all buffer sizes in the control volume.
The model contains an integrator, i.e. the contention at time t is
equal to the contention at time ðt  1Þ, which can easily explained
considering that if no ﬂits enter or leave the control volume, and
the frequency of the router is zero, the contention remains
constant.
The frequency impact on contention however depends on sev-
eral implementation details, i.e. the internal router structure and
the arbiter policies. Moreover, experimental results have shown
that the impact the frequency has on the contention is also inﬂu-
enced by the actual trafﬁc patterns. For this reason, the a parame-
ter was introduced to gather such considerations.
This last step needed to complete the model is therefore the
identiﬁcation of the a parameter based on experimental data. For
this purpose, it can be noticed that the proposed dynamic model
belongs to the family of deterministic autoregressive models with
exogenous input (ARX) [5,21]. This allows the use of standard iden-
tiﬁcation techniques to determine a. The resulting ARX model is
the one depicted in the right part of Fig. 4.
3.2. Controller design
Starting from the model of the real process developed in
Section 3.1, this part discusses the design of a control schemeFig. 4. Block diagram of the proposed NoC frequency control scheme.aiming at router contention reduction, while being conservative
in increasing its frequency, since it directly impacts on its dynamic
power consumption.
The proposed control scheme is the one shown in Fig. 4. The
main idea behind this scheme is to measure contention at run time,
and close a control loop around it to control the router frequency.
To minimize the control scheme’s complexity, which simpliﬁes its
hardware implementation, a proportional control scheme was
selected which, as the results will show, provides good
performance.
Starting from the left side of the ﬁgure, the controller’s set point
is chosen as the constant zero, as ideally the desire is to have no
contention. The set point is then subtracted by the (ﬁltered) mea-
sured contention, obtaining an error value that is greater than zero
if contention is higher than the set point. Note that the signs at the
summation node are reversed with respect to a standard propor-
tional control scheme due to the process having a negative gain,
i.e. an increase in frequency causes a decrease in contention. The
error value is then multiplied by k, the proportional gain. This
parameter speciﬁes how aggressively the controller will increase
the router frequency in response to an increase in contention.
The resulting value is however a frequency value that is zero with
no contention. As it is undesirable to completely halt the clock of a
router, the computed frequency value is summed to a baseline fre-
quency value, f min. The last computation is a saturation at a value
f max, used to set a limit on the maximum frequency that the con-
troller will select. The so computed frequency value is then applied
to the PLL to actually change the router’s frequency. It should be
noted that the PLL response to a change in its frequency set point
is not immediate, and its dynamics are signiﬁcantly slower than
the ones of the process to be controlled. Therefore, it is not possible
to neglect the PLL dynamics during the design of the controller.
As the PLL is the slowest component in the control loop, it also
determines the rate at which the controller is to be clocked. The
PLL model used in this paper will be explained in greater detail
in the next section, but for now it is important to note that it has
a settling time to a step change in frequency of around 2us. To
be able to correctly model its dynamics, the control scheme needs
to operate 10 to 20 times faster, leading to a 10 MHz controller
operation frequency. This value is used to quantize the continuous
time PLL model, which is then used to compute the loop transfer
function.
The last component to be discussed is the contention ﬁlter. Its
purpose is to smooth the contention measure, which from the per-
formed experiments was found to contain undesired high fre-
quency components, caused by the fast trafﬁc variations
experienced by the NoC routers. The ﬁlter cutoff frequency can
be tuned using the p parameter. Experimental results have led to
the selection of a value of 0.99.
Once a model for all the components composing the control
loop are available, it is possible to compute the loop transfer func-
tion, and determine the range of k values that guarantee the closed
loop stability. A way to obtain this range is through root locus anal-
ysis. The root locus technique is a graphical method to evaluate the
stability of a system subject to a multiplicative gain uncertainty
[37].
Table 2 reports a and the maximum k values for different
benchmarks extracted from a 2D-mesh 16-core for router 5 using
2 VCs per virtual network. These values complete the control loop
model presented in Fig. 4. The maximum k values are reported on
the root locus stability analysis while the minimum allowed k
value is zero for each benchmark, which is equivalent to opening
the control loop and always selecting the lowest frequency.
Starting from the data it is clear how the product of the two num-
bers, i.e. a and kmax provide always the same results, without
Table 2
a and maximum k values for different benchmarks, considering a 2D-mesh 16-core
architectures with 2 virtual channels (VCs) per virtual network (VNET). The number
refers to router 5.
Name a kmax a  kmax
basicmath 0.847 0.229 0.194
bitcount 1.261 0.152 0.192
crc 1.709 0.113 0.193
dijkstra 0.462 0.415 0.192
fft 2.130 0.091 0.193
susan 2.575 0.075 0.193
qsort 2.497 0.075 0.192
strsearch 1.433 0.135 0.193
ALL 1.880 0.102 0.192
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model, i.e. different a, to keep it stable in the control loop a differ-
ent kmax is allowed. The selection of the k value when implement-
ing the control loop can however be performed statically, without
having to proﬁle individual applications, by being conservative in
the k selection.
Although each application results in a slightly different a, we
identiﬁed a common a value, reported in the ALL line of Table 2.
This value was obtained by performing the identiﬁcation proce-
dure using the concatenation of all the benchmarks, thereby taking
into account a signiﬁcant variety of NoC usage patterns.
Subsequently, the control law was tuned using that value, i.e. not
tailoring k for each speciﬁc application, without resulting in
unstable behaviors. Moreover, results in Section 4 (see Fig. 10)
demonstrates how k ¼ 0:01 provides almost the best
power-performance product for all the considered benchmarks,
while ensuring theoretical stability.
3.3. Simulation ﬂow
To support the model identiﬁcation process, as well as to test
the performance of the proposed control scheme, a NoC simulator
is required, capable to change the frequency of individual routers
at runtime, and to perform the required measurements.
We start from the GEM5 simulator [4], that is an event-driven
simulation framework for multi-core architectures integrating an
accurate NoC model [1]. The baseline simulator has been modiﬁed
introducing four different main logical blocks.
First, support for DFS at the NoC router level was implemented.
This required an extension to the event management system of the
simulator to support the possibility to move already scheduledFig. 5. Logic view of the propoevents between different simulation times. In fact, changing the
frequency of a component entails moving already scheduled events
to the time they will need to be served considering the frequency
change and storing the new frequency value; in such a way subse-
quently generated events are scheduled at the appropriate time.
Furthermore, we reorganized the router pipeline model in the
Garnet network allowing to move events without introducing
semantic misbehavior. As described in [8] the stages in a pipeline
model for an event driven simulator must be executed in backward
order, thus from the last pipeline stage. The DFS implementation
allows both to change the frequency of individual NoC routers, as
well as to group routers in frequency islands operating at the same
frequency.
Second, a model of a new component, the resynchronizer, was
added to GEM5 to connect network links crossing frequency
domains. The main purpose of this component is to allow reliable
data transfers between components operating at different frequen-
cies and/or with a different clock phase, overcoming synchroniza-
tion and metastability issues. The considered resynchronizer is
based on a 2-way handshaking protocol that only adds two single
bit lines, (request and acknowledge) to a network link. Its model is
the one depicted in Fig. 6, where the busy signal is in logical AND
with the signal of available credits. Such resulting signal is an input
to the switch allocator stage to enable or disable the allocation on
the speciﬁc output port. In order to simulate an asynchronous
multi-core an adequate number of resynchronizer components
must be inserted on each frequency domain border, as shown in
Fig. 5 and Fig. 3, where the resynchronizers are the blue
components.
Third, the actuator modules have been introduced, used by the
different policies to change the frequency of NoC routers. Two pos-
sible actuators have been implemented: (i) a simple frequency
divider, which allows to clock a NoC router at a submultiple of a
given base frequency, allowing fast frequency changes (with a
delay of just one clock cycle to prevent clock glitches) over a small
set of frequencies; (ii) a PLL model which, conversely, allows to
accurately select the router frequency, but with a non-negligible
settling time.
In particular, both timing and power overheads for the PLL have
been examined. Fig. 7 shows the logic blocks of the implemented
45 nm SPICE PLL, starting from a reference charge pump PLL design
proposed in [13]. Even if the we lack a compact power model for
the PLL, the SPICE-based implementation highlights a power con-
sumption up to 2mW, which is aligned to the power consumption
of other proposed PLL models for the same application ﬁeld, i.e.
[14].sed simulation toolchain.
Fig. 6. The implemented edge sensitive resynchronization scheme.
Fig. 7. Logic scheme for the implemented 45 nm SPICE PLL scheme.
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Fig. 8. Simulation of the PLL dynamics with multiple frequency changes.
204 D. Zoni et al. / Journal of Systems Architecture 61 (2015) 197–209From the timing viewpoint, the PLL step response has been
modeled using the two pole transfer function of Eq. (2) whose
parameters are conﬁgurable to approximate the response of a
given PLL.
GðsÞ ¼ 1
1þ 2 nx sþ s
2
x2
ð2Þ
A step change in the frequency set point is then simulated by
performing multiple individual frequency changes to the fre-
quency island controlled by the PLL to track the two-pole step
response. This is performed by turning the transfer function into
a state space model, which in this case is a system of two differen-
tial equations, that is then integrated using the backward Euler
method. The chosen integration step is variable, and is selected
as the current PLL period, resulting in continuously changing the
clock period on a cycle-by-cycle basis, allowing an accurate simu-
lation of the frequency changes. An example of the PLL model oper-
ation under multiple frequency changes is shown in Fig. 8.
The policy module shown as the top right side of Fig. 5, directly
interfaces with the simulation module, reading measured data and
performing actuation. During the identiﬁcation phase, a policy is
used to perform frequency changes in order to stress the relation
between frequency and contention, while the logger submodule
is used to save the contention traces to perform identiﬁcation.
During the assessment of the control scheme, a policy is used
implementing the controller logic, which allows to simulate how
the controller behaves when confronted to realistic trafﬁc patterns
produced by a cycle-accurate system-level simulator.
4. Results
This section details the results for the proposed methodology in
four different steps. First, the experimental setup is summarized inSection 4.1, while Section 4.2 compares the baseline control poli-
cies against threshold policies. Moreover, we compared our
methodology against ﬁxed frequency policies to bound the evalu-
ation. We use contention as performance proxy in Section 4.2 to
assess the validity of the proposed model that relies on this metric.
Section 4.3 discusses the control policies applied to the whole sys-
tem, when simulated time and dynamic power are used as perfor-
mance and power metrics, respectively. Finally, in Section 4.4 we
propose a control-based switched system which is able to switch
between different control policies at run-time ensuring the stabil-
ity property.4.1. Experimental setup
Albeit the run-time power-performance methodology proposed
in Section 3 is general, we assess its validity on a representative
D. Zoni et al. / Journal of Systems Architecture 61 (2015) 197–209 205reference 16-core 2D-mesh tiled architecture, whose parameters
are reported in Table 3. Each tile is composed of an Alpha 21264
core running at 1 GHz, with private L1 cache and a shared L2 cache
composed of 16 physically distributed banks, one connected to
each router. We simulated different scenarios considering several
applications taken from the MiBench suite using the simulation
toolchain detailed in Section 3.3, equipped with the PLL and the
DFS actuator models. For each simulation we collected detailed
traces for all the routers to computes dynamic power consumption,
latency and contention. Average measures have been used to com-
pare different policies while single accurate timing diagram are
adopted to show the evolution of the different metrics over the
time. We assume a 2-pole PLL model as detailed in Section 3.3 with
a x ¼ 4  106n ¼ 0:6. Moreover, and without any loss of generality,
we bound the upper and lower PLL frequencies between 1 GHz and
100 MHz, providing a realistic and reasonably ﬂexible environ-
ment. The Tilera iMesh NoC is similarly clocked up to 1 GHz [36].
Moreover, we assess the proposed control-based methodology
against two different classes of policies, namely static policies,
threshold policies. Table 4 reports the details related to the policies
we evaluate in the rest of the paper. In particular we rely on two
static policies Upper and Lower, which set the router frequency to
1 GHz and 100 MHz, respectively. These policies represent the
baseline for all the other evaluations, since are the best power sav-
ing and the most performance oriented policies we can cast. it is
worth noticing they implements the resynchronizers as well thus
they are actually DFS/DVFS capable even if their frequency is kep
ﬁxed. We employ two threshold-based policies, Th1 and Th2, that
allow to switch between three different states (three different fre-
quencies) using two different threshold levels. Such policies, used
as representative threshold-based policies, have been selectedTable 3
Experimental setup: processor and router micro-architectures and technology
parameters.
Processor core 1GHz, out-of-order Alpha core
Int-ALU 4 integer ALU functional units
Int-Mult/Div 4 integer multiply/divide functional units
FP-Mult/Div 4 ﬂoating-point multiply/divide functional units
L1 cache 64 kB 2-way set assoc. split I/D, 2 cycles latency
L2 cache 2 MB per bank, 8-way associative
Coherence Prot. MESI
Router 3-stage wormhole virtual channeled
switched with 64bit link width 4 ﬂ/VC
2/4 virtual channels (VCs) for each virtual network
3 virtual networks (Garnet network [1])
Topology 2D-mesh, based on Tilera iMesh network [36]
for link width and NoC frequency (@1 GHz)
Technology 45 nm at 1.0V
PLL model x ¼ 4  106, n ¼ 0:6, See Eq. (2)
worst case power consumption 2 mW, in accordance
to our SPICE developed model and to [12]
Table 4
Evaluated policies organized by classes.
Class NameID Details
Static Upper Fixed router freq @ 1 GHz
Lower Fixed router freq @ 100 MHz
Threshold Th1 3 switching freq 250–500–800 MHz
threshold values buffer ﬁll level 10–20 ﬂits
Th2 3 switching freq 100–500–1000 MHz
threshold values buffer ﬁll level 10–20 ﬂits
Control k = 0.01 The scheme presented in
k = 0.04 Section 3.2, where the NameID
k = 0.075 ﬁeld in the table provides
k = 0.15 the actual k valueafter extensive experiments considering a wide set of parametrized
threshold policies. Finally, we evaluate four control-based solu-
tions starting from the design provided in Section 3. In particular
each control-based policy has a different k value.4.2. The baseline control policies
The proposed framework allows accurate run-time estimation
of both power and performance metrics considering Dynamic
Frequency Scaling modules; in such a way different
power-performance trade-off and policies can be explored. The
goal of the section is twofold. First, such experiments show how
the control policies behave better or at least are more ﬂexible than
the threshold based or baseline static policies. Second, we focus on
contention as a proxy for performance, since the model is devel-
oped starting from this metric that is available at microarchitec-
tural level. Thus, we show how the methodology can be used to
explore the design-space using DFS actuators and a proxy for per-
formance. Results pointing out the latency will be provided in the
next section, assessing the contention as a good proxy for the per-
formance in this scenario. We report data considering the 16-core
architecture presented in Section 4.1 using different benchmarks
fromMiBench. In particular, Fig. 9 reports the results when the pre-
viously described policies are implemented in a single router of the
NoC, leaving the frequency of the other routers ﬁxed at 1 GHz, to
better show the effect of the policies. The selected router is router
ﬁve, which is in the middle of the mesh, thus has to face higher
trafﬁc since we employ the XY routing [23]. The ﬁgure reports
the three policy classes (see Table 4) for each benchmark at the
bottom x axis, while the benchmark names are shown on the top
x axis. The left y axis reports the dynamic power for the considered
router, while the right y axis shows the contention and power
times contention values. It is worth noticing that contention and
the power ⁄ contention product are normalized to one on a
per-benchmark basis to better shape the ﬁgure. The ﬁgure reports
three different measures, namely the dynamic power (blue line),
the contention (red line) and the power contention product (light
blue bars).
The control policy with three parameters, i.e. k ¼ 0:01; k ¼ 0:04
and k ¼ 0:15, is evaluated against the Upper and the Lower static
policies as well as the two threshold based policies Th1 and Th2.
An important aspect is the selection of an actual value of k. Even
if the root locus technique provides a stability region for all the
applications when k < 0:075, the speciﬁc nature of the problem
on hand imposes two additional constraints that cannot be directly
evaluated with such a technique. Both, the number of ﬂits stored in
the buffers and the frequency of the router have the 0 lower bound.
Thus, we analyzed a single k above the stability boundary, i.e.
k ¼ 0:15, proving experimentally that the controller is more
responsive while the system is still stable. Besides, we still exper-
imentally observed that higher values of k do not produce any ben-
eﬁt for the system. In summary, the root locus provides a valuable
identiﬁcation of the stability region which, in any case, need to be
experimentally reﬁned according to the physical constraints of the
problem.
The reported results lead to three main considerations. First, the
two static policies actually are the upper and lower bound for the
analysis, since the Lower has the higher contention level for each
benchmark, while the collected dynamic power is always the low-
est. The same can be observed for the Upper policy that provides
the lowest contention with the highest dynamic power consump-
tion. The second observation is on the control-based policy that
can explore the power-performance space. In particular, for each
benchmark the contention reported for the control-based policy
always decreases when increasing k, since we apply a stronger
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Fig. 9. Router 5 average power-contention trade-off considering different policies. Experiments run on a 16-core NoC multi-core, and the frequency of router 5 only is
changed depending on the policy between 100 MHz and 1 GHz. Note that in a 4  4 2D-mesh as the one considered for these results, Router 5 is positioned at the second row
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Fig. 10. Evaluation of dynamic power, total execution time and their product when all the routers are running the policy.
206 D. Zoni et al. / Journal of Systems Architecture 61 (2015) 197–209actuation, i.e. higher frequencies, in face of a contention increase.
On the other side also the blue lines for the control-based policies
always increases with the k, even though in some cases the
increase is so small that is not noticeable in the graph, since a more
strong reaction to the contention increase means higher dynamic
power consumption. This aspect is evident on the string-search
benchmark in Fig. 9, which has 72% of the contention of the static
lower frequency policy using k ¼ 0:01, than decreases to 43% with
k ¼ 0:04 and reaches 21% using a k ¼ 0:15. The average power con-
sumption is respectively 15, 22 and 31 mW.
The last point aims at the comparison between our methodol-
ogy and the other policies. In particular, for each benchmark andfor each metric we can ﬁnd at least one control-based policy that
behaves better than the threshold based. This means we have more
ﬂexibility using our solution to get better results. Moreover, such
ﬂexibility depends on a single k parameter easy to understand
and manage, while threshold based policies require to set up both
threshold levels and operating frequencies.
Note that all the control-based policies considers both timing
and worst case power overheads, while the threshold-based ones
are supports to change the frequency immediately with no power
overhead. Even in this case we can ﬁnd out, for each benchmark, at
least one control-based policy that behaves better than the
threshold-based ones.
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This section discusses the power-performance trade-off on the
whole system when all the routers are equipped with a DFS mod-
ule running one of the presented policies. In particular, Fig. 10
reports data on time to completion as the performance metric
instead of contention, while contention represent again the low
level metric used by the policy to assess the trade-off. To this
extent we can assess the contention metric as a good performance
metric, since it impacts directly the simulation time. The graphs for
the control policies have the same shape and behavior of the graph
in Fig. 9. However, the right side y axis reports the execution time
as well as the product between power and execution time, both
normalized to one.
The proposed control-based policy is evaluated with different
parameters, i.e. k ¼ 0:01; k ¼ 0:04; k ¼ 0:075 and k ¼ 0:15, against
the Upper and the Lower static policies as well as the two threshold
based policies Th1 and Th2. Fig. 10 shows how the use of the same
policy on the entire system does not modify the policy behavior.
The control policies can provide better trade-off than the static
threshold-based ones, consistently reaching the lowest
power-time product for almost all the benchmarks. Last, the pro-
posed control policies can be combined together providing an
additional level of ﬂexibility to the ﬁnal system as shown in the
next section.
4.4. The run-time control framework
While Section 4.2 shows how the control-based policies can
outperform the threshold-based methodologies, it is often a desir-
able feature to be able to dynamically select a more performance
oriented or power saving policy based on application or user
requirements. Many operating systems, for example, incorporate
a feature that switches a laptop computer in a higher performance
mode when the power cord is attached. To expose such a feature,
the operating system needs access to low level actuators that allow
to tune the system performance. Moreover, it is quite common to
allow a user intervention to set the desired level of
power-performance trade-off thus changing the system behavior
at run-time. In this perspective threshold-based policies are not
ﬂexible enough to provide this feature; although the thresholds
can be reset to different values, such modiﬁcation requires a deep
understanding of the low level microarchitecture, thus a wrongFig. 11. Evaluation of dynamic power and total execution time on all routers running qtuning of the thresholds can steer to a saturated behavior as dis-
cussed in Section 1.1.
This section discusses the possibility to switch between differ-
ent control policies at run-time, allowing user intervention, and
to better ﬁt the required power-performance goal. The possibility
to switch between different policies does not invalidate the stabil-
ity of the system and the interaction require a single action by the
higher levels, i.e. OS or user, when the control policy is changed
without any further interaction. Moreover, the switch between
control policies is different from a threshold policy, since inside a
control policy the frequency can be adapted to the actual load
while the switch between the control policies allows to change
the way the frequency is adapted to cope with the NoC load.
This section demonstrates how the possibility to switch
between different controllers can increase the ﬂexibility of the sys-
tem against different application behaviors. Considering a
switched control system, i.e. different controllers can be changed
at run-time on the same system, the stability property can be pre-
served if all the controllers in the switch set are stable and a min-
imum time between two switches is guaranteed, i.e. a dwell time. In
this perspective all of the controllers we employ guarantee for an
asymptotically stable closed-loop system, thus there exist a mini-
mum ﬁnite time interval between two switches that ensures the
stability of the switched system [38].
Fig. 11 shows the capability of switching the k parameter. It
refers to the qsort benchmark with all the router running the con-
trol based policy. The ﬁgure shows the imposed frequency, the
dynamic power and contention level on router ﬁve only due to lack
of space; the values for the other routers are similar. In particular
the blue line reports the data when all routers are running the
k = 0.04 policy, while the red line shows the same data while rou-
ters are running a switched policy that uses k = 0.04 from the
beginning of the simulation until 3 ms, then switches to
k = 0.075. The ﬁgure points out three aspects. First, a change in
the policy at 3 ms does not produce a divergent or saturated
behavior in the system, as the frequency is always in between
100 MHz and 1 GHz. Second, the k = 0.075 provides a stronger
reaction to contention increase, since from 3 ms to the end of sim-
ulation the frequency for k = 0.075 is higher than the frequency
imposed using k = 0.04. Moreover, the switched policy allows the
benchmark to complete sooner, although with a higher power con-
sumption. To this extent we assess the possibility to change the
control policy with a simple command from the higher levels tosort, when the policy is changed from k = 0.04 to k=.075 after 3 ms of simulation.
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mance oriented behavior. However, the complete development of
an optimal switching policy is out the scope of this work.
5. Conclusions
This paper presented a complete methodology to explore and
optimize the trade-off between the power and the performance
in NoC architectures exploiting the Dynamic Frequency Scaling
(DFS). The choice to employ DFS instead of DVFS is supported by
many reasons mainly focused on the impossibility to easily inte-
grate too many DVFS actuators, one per each core and one per each
NoC router, on the same chip. Moreover, the voltage regulator
could impose an excessive delay to the reactivity of the system
in the case of NoC load variations, that are usually fast and of rel-
evant magnitude. However, our methodology can be easily
adapted to encompass also DVFS actuators.
The investigation we carried out is organized in three steps.
First, a model of the frequency-contention for a single router is
developed as a dynamic system. Then, a set of controllers have
been implemented to cope with stability issues and dynamic fre-
quency adaption according to the NoC load. Last, a new simulation
framework accounting for GALS NoC and PLL modules is developed
to assess the methodology. Experimental validation compared a
family on control policies against static and threshold based poli-
cies [24] providing better results both in term of power saving
and simulated time. In particular, the best control policy provides
a speedup on the simulated time up to 3.05 against the best thresh-
old policy (see crc in Fig. 10). Moreover, the control policies can
save up to 33.17% on the power-time product against the best
threshold policy (see Fig. 10, basicmath benchmark comparing
Th1 and k = 0.01 policies). All in all, the k ¼ 0:01 control-based
scheme shows an averaged power-performance product improve-
ment of 16.50% against the best considered threshold-based policy.
Finally we explored the possibility to change the behavior of the
control policy at run-time, by tuning the k value, to further
increase the ﬂexibility of the proposed approach. Furthermore
the exploration highlights the possibility to interact with higher
layers, i.e. the operating systems power management module.
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